Present: Masaharu, Anne-Marie, Stephan, Cécile

Ongoing projects outside WULCA, by WULCA members:

Side note on publications:
- Paper on method comparison still without decision (part A should be out soon, part B needs editor).
- Masaharu's paper on food trade is still without notice

Project list:
- WULCA: Part A and B paper of method comparison (Boulay et al.)
- Besides: Masaharu et al: Food trade model

Work plan: first focus on stress -> later on Human Health
-> For Pellston workshop more discussion on human Health is required

Experts to invite for Pellston (and suggest to Rolf and Olivier):
- FAO (e.g. Pierre Gerber), WHO, UNEP, MDG, EAWAG (SANDEC), MC Laughlin, Tillman, Nestle
- Water supply and agriculture
- Stephan to check

What should be done before Pellston workshop?
- Have everything developed but not decisions
- Pre-select main method choices (e.g. by poll)
  - Analyse in detail and have models available as input in workshop
  - Have choices (e.g. evidence levels) to decide during the workshops
  - Have positive and negative points analysed as input for discussion (for each decision)
  - Initiate a poll first (with the experts)
    - First with active members of this sub-working group, then to active members and experts
    - Stephan to draft a version

Have google poll instead of next meeting (JULY) and have discussion about it in August.

Workshops on stress with experts in September / October
- Also shortly discuss human health impacts to get a feedback of present experts
• also as preparation for Pellston and to inform people not familiar with this aspect